
7th Grade Supply List
Ms. Haberny 2021-2022

*One 1-2” binder with 8 folder dividers w/ pockets for subjects (to limit so many
binders)
*Ms. Haberny will have a planner that everyone will use (no need to buy one)
*Each student will need their own good quality graphite pencils (tricondera),
scissors, an eraser, and a sturdy pencil sharpener.
* compass (good quality that does not slip while creating circles and arcs)(PenVinoo
Geometry School Set is $5 on amazon smile)
* protractor (unless they left theirs with Ms. Haberny),
*3 ring loose paper - lined and graph
*Pencil case (zipper or plastic case, not the kind that goes in a binder)
*4-6 Composition books: Lined paper that is spiral bound or with binding
*Paint Shirt/ Apron: optional
*One set of extra clothing with socks and mask in bag to be left at school
*2 reusable water bottles -Please bring a clean water bottle each day. Or two if
needed. Please try to discourage single use plastic bottles and encourage your child to
be responsible for keeping track, cleaning, and refilling their water bottle.
*Backpack to go back and forth each day.
*Lunch box
*One box of tissues
*Indoor Shoes and Outdoor Shoes: These need to be laced shoes for jumping,
running, and stomping.  Please check that the shoe laces are a good length and do not
drag on the floor.  The dress code says the following about shoes: One pair of tie indoor
athletic shoes to be left in the classroom for wear during the school year.  One pair of tie
athletic shoes for outside gym are needed for fall and spring.
* Outdoor Clothing: In 7th grade the students can choose to wear their gear or not, but
they will not be given time to change if they get wet or muddy and they will always be
outside. There will be no communal gear to share. I realize these can be expensive, so
please choose what is best needed to keep your 7th grader comfortable.
* Rain Pants, Rain Boots, Rain Jacket, Sun Hat
*Snow Pants, Winter Coat, Snow Boots, Gloves, Scarves, Hats.
*Camp Chair: for working outside


